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The objective examination has cane under heavy criticism for many

years. One reason for this criticimn is the belief that objective tests

are not accurate measures of the traits they are designed to test. For

example, scores on these tests may be particially determined by an examinee's

guessing behavior when he is not sure of the correct answer to a particular

item. Various methods have been proposed over the past fifty years to

remove the effects of guessing fran test scores, but at the present time

there does not appear to be an ideal solution to the problem.

Stokes (1966) presented an excellent illustration of the contam-

inating effects of guessing when he described a hypothetical student on

"test day". He wrote:

As expected of a typical student, Mary arrives for
class reasonably well prepared. Armed with a bier
of knadedge and courage, she takes the test paper
in her somewhat unsteady hand and reads the first
of a long list of multiple-choice questions. Years of
exposure to such tests lead her to seek the best
or most appropriate answer. There is a pause of
deliberation and then the fateful mark. What are
the alternatives?

- If Mary knows the answer, there is little doubt
that she will mark the correct response and move
on to the next question with dispatch.

- If Mary is uncertain, the process is quite different.

After the first frozen instant, she leans with all
her might against the inner logic of the question,
hoping to find the answer. Each alternative is read

and reread, reversed and held in mental mirror image
to find its subtle truth. Each possibility is weighed
against the others and against the consequence of
missing the item Tension comes uninvited. Slowly,
reluctantly, choices are put aside in a significant
emotional drama, as she hopefully but fearfully
funnels them to an acceptable response. Then, one
mark and only one: a guess - perhaps an educated
and considered one - but still a guess. (p. 271)

It is clear that little if any useful information as to her knowledge

of the subject matter can be obtained from the guessed response. If

she guesses correctly on a particular item, one point is added to her
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test score; a point that is not an indication of what Mary kncws about

the subject matter being tested (validity suffers). On the other hand,

if Mary guesses incorrectly, she is given no credit for her response

when in fact she may have been able to eliminate sane of the alternatives.

In other words, she may riot be oanpletely lacking in knowledge, but may

have partial information.

The 1:4st statement suggests a possible solution to the problem of

guessing on objective tests; i.e., the assessment of varying degrees of

partial knowledge. In light of this, the examinee would no longer

be forced to make a single response (select the correct alternative),

to an iten, but could express various levels of partial information when

he was not sure of the correct answer.

One possible technique for measuring partial knowledge was introduced

by Coarass (1953). The test directions for the Ccombs technique instruct

examinees to cross out all the alternatives they believe are incorrect

and to avoid guessing from the remaining alternatives. If, indeed, an

examinee is certain of the correct answer, he would cross out all the

incorrect alternatives and would reneive one point for each alternative

crossed out. On the other hand, if the person taking the test was not

certain of the correct answer, he could still receive partial credit for

crossing out one or more alternatives he recognizes as incorrect (one

point for each altexnative). Under Coombs' directions, if an examinee

mistakenly crosses out the correct alternative, he is assessed a penalty

of 1 k points where k is the number of alternatives per item.. There-

fore, it would be unwise for an examinee to guess when he is not certain

an alternative is incorrect.

As an example of the above procedure, consider a test with five

alternative items. If a person is sure that alternative -2- of a par-

ticular item4is correct, he would cross out alternatives -3-, -4-,
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and -5- and would receive four points for that item. Suppose this person

does not know the answer to another item, but recognims that alternatives

-3- and -5- are absurd. He would then cross out those two alternatives

and would receive two points of partial credit. Now, if this examinee

is totally uncertain as to which alternative is correct for a particular

item but decides to guess that alternative -3- is incorrect, the fact

that alternative -3- is the right answer would result in a score of -4

for that item. If for some reason a person taking the above test decided

to cross out all five alternatives to an item, he would receive the

same score (4 + 1 - 5 = 0) as if he had left the item blank.

Combs, Milholland, and Womer (1956) performed an experiment to deter-

mine the possible merits of the COCI ADS' testing procedure. They administered

three different tests to 855 high school students, under both conventional

(select the one best answer) and Combs' directions. An experimental

design was developed such that no sthdent received the same test under

more than one type of directions. A third testing method was enployed to

determine whether or not partial information enters into the responses on

multiple-choice tests. Under this third method, students were first asked

to rank three out of the four alternatives as to their attractiveness

as disixactors. Then, they were asked to respond to the items under

Coombs directions (i.e., circle those alternatives you are certain are

distractors). Assuming that the alternative ranked third would be the

students' second choice for the correct answer to an item, the proportion

of the alternatives that were so ranked and were correct answers was

used as a measure of partial information. This proportion was found

to be greater than would have been expected by chance and for this

reason, the authors concluded that partial information does, indeed, enter

into multiple-choice test scores.
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The second phase of the Coombs' et al. study canpared the reliability

and validity of Combs' testing procedure with. that of the conventional

method. Using Kuder-Richardson-20 reliability estimates, it was found that

the application of CoartW directions yielded an increase in reliability

equivalent o a 20 per cent increase in test length. A total of sixteen

criterion variables were available for calculating validity coefficients.

These variables oonsisted of various sub-scores of the Differential Aptitude

Test, the Stanford-Binet IQ Test, the California Intelligence Test, the

Detroit /Aptitude Test and the Mac Quarrie Mechanical Aptitude Test.

Although none of the validity coefficients were reported in the study,

the authors concluded that no significant change occurred when Coorks'

directions were employed.

Finally, Cocmips et al. suggested that the Coartbs testing method

may introduce a new dimension into the overall variance of test scores.

Mile, supposedly, the guessing component has been eliminated by this

new testing procedure, the authors suggest that students may differ in

the threshold of assurance at which they would respond to test items.

In a recent study (Collet, 1971), reliability and validity com-

parisons between the Coombs' response procedure and corrected for guessing

conventional response scores were examined. Collet found no significant

differences in reliability between the two methods; however, a can-

parison of criterion related validity ooeffecients yielded superior results

for the Coombs' method over corrected for guessing scores. Numerous

studies (e.g., Jackson,1955;Little,1966; Mead and Smith,1957) have shown

that the standard correction for guessing over-corrects or under-corrects

with the presence of partial information and misinformation. Other studies
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(Sheriffs and Boauer, 1954; Votaw, 1936) suggest that the correction

formula used with do-nct-guess directions introduces a personality dimension

into test scores. To vote Slakter (1967):

"The implication for the individual taking a test
under conventi.onal directions and the usual penalty

for guessing is clear: Answer all questions! The
implication for the test constructor is also clear:
If you include a penalty far: incorrect responses, the
test scores of the examinees will reflect their RTOOE
[risk-taking) strategies as well as their aptitudes

or achievements!" (p 43)

Still further studies (e.g., Michael, Stewart, Douglas, and Rainwater,1963;

Patterson and Lang lie, 1925; Ruch and DeGraff, 1926) provide inconsistent

resultg concerning the improvement of test characteristics (reliability

and validity) through the use of the standard correction for guessing. In

light of the above studies, one must wonder whether the cauparison of

Cconts' procedure with the conventional method corrected for guessing is

worth the effort.

A test taking technique similar to that of Coombs (1953) was proposed

by Willey (1960). In order to obtain information on as examinee's ability

to discriminate among the incorrect alternatives, Willey isistructed the

examinees tc indicate the two alternatives out of five that they believe

are least likely to be correct. The examinees were also told to select

the one best answer to each item. Item scores were obtained in the fol-

lowing manner:

Keyed alternative selected as best answer = 1

Keyed alternative not marked at all = -I

Keyed alternative selected as being wrong = -3

The rationale behind this testing.procedure is essentially the same as

was reported for the Cocas' method. However, rather than giving positive
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points for partial information, Willey assessed fewer penalty points.

Bernhardson (19661 1967) indicated that no improvement in test

charact:eristics was evidenced for Willey's procedure over conventional

right.s-only objective testing. Bernhardson (1966) found that the chance

score on a 20 - item ma1tip1e-choice test was approximately double that

of conventional testing when Willey's procedure was utilized. In addition,

I3ernhardson (1967) correlated scores obtained through the Willey procedure

and through the conventional method with end of term academic average.

The results showed no significant differences in the correlations for the

two response methods.

Another somewhat different variation of the Coombs technique was

proposed by Dressel and Schmid (1953). The latter authors asked examinees

to select as many alternatives as they considered necessary to make sure

they had marked the correct alternative. This response procedure was re-

ferred to as the free-choice method, and the item score was determined by

the number of choices the examinee made. For an item with k alternatives,

the item score would be k-n if the correct alternative was among the n

selections made by the examinee. On the other hand, an item score of -n

would result if the correct alternative was not among the n selections.

Dressel.and Schmid (1953) investigated the effect on reliability and

validity of their free-choice response technique as compared to that of the

conventional choice procedure. They first administered a typical multiple-

choice test to ninety college students. Imediately following the first

administration, the students were given the same test under free-choice

directions. An an,alysis of the scores on the two admini.strations indi-

cated that the free-choice test was inferior to the conventional choice

test with respect to both reliability and validity.

7



Two extensive studies (Moore, 1956; and Archer, 1962) were performed

to ccmpare the reliability and validi ty of (1) Combs' cross-out (CO)

method, (2) Dressel and Schmid's free-choice (FC) tecimiqw, and (3) con-

ventional choice testing (CT) . The remainder of this paper will present

a discussion of the results of these two studies.

Reliability

Mbore (1956) administered a vocabulary test to three different samples,

each containing over 350 ninth grade students. Each sample was given the

test under a different response procedure (CO, FC, or CT). The amount of

time allowed for completing the test was 10 minutes, regardless of the

response procedure euployed. Referring to Table 1, it can be seen that .

split-half reliabilities tended to be higher in the CT gicop than in either

the 00 or FC group. The only statistically significant difference in re-

liability occured between CO scores and CT scores when an estimate of re-

liability per unit of testing time was oolculated (i.e., reliability based

(Dna time limit of 10 minutes).

TABLE 1

Reliabilities from the Moore and Archer Studies

CONVENTIONAL CROSS-OUT FREE-CHOICE

Moore

Relidbility/10 min. .87 .75 .81

Do valent Length .93 .86 .89

Archer

Parallel Forms .85 .84 .82

KR #20
Form A .84 .86 .80

Form B .88 :87 .82
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Moore also calculated split-half reliabilities for high, average, and low

ability groups separately. The results for these ability groups were

essentially the same as for the total group and, hence, are not reported

in this paper.

Archer (1962) suggested that the negative findings of the Mbore

(1956) study might be attributahle to a lack cf training for students

responding under the CO or FC methods. Be, therefore, spent over one hour

teaching students the intricacies of responding to test items under the

CO or FC directions. Following this training period, students uere admin-

istered two forms of a 60 - item social studies test under the response

procedure they had learned. Approximately one-third of a total of over

500 sixth grade students were given the test under the CO method, one-

third under the FC method, and one-third under the Cr procedure. Table 1

indicates that no significant differences in parallel forms reliability

coefficients resulted among the three response techniques.

Archer suggested that perhaps the difficulty of the items is related

to the success of the CO and FC response techniques. Be, therefore, consid-

ered the reliability of the three response procedures for "easy" items,

11 average" items and "difficult" items. Since the results for the various

difficulty levels were similar to those of the total test these separate

reliabilities are not reported here.

Validity

Moore (1956) used scores on the Iowa Tests cl Basic Skills - Vbcab-

ulary (uams-N) and total camposite scores on the Iowa Tests of Educational

Development Oalm0 as outside criteria for validity considerations.

Table 2 presents the (=relations between Moore's vacabulary test and



each of the two outside criterion for the three different response pro-

cedures (CO, FC, and cr). No significant differences in validity coef-

ficients restAted among the three response system.

TAI3LE 2

Validity Coefficients fran the Moore and Archer Studies

CONVENTIONAL CROSS-OUT FREE-CHOICE

p
Moore

ITBS--V
ITED

.84
. 81

. 90

. 72
.86
.84

Archer

Teacher Ranks
Form A
Form. B

ITBS
Form A
Form B

. 63

. 66

78
. 76

.50
.55

* Conventional* -vs- Free-Choice is significant at .05 level
** Conventional -vs- Free-Choice is significant at .01 level

Mile the correlations between vacabulary scores and the ITBS-V

tended to be slightly higher in the CO and FC groups than in the cr group,

the corresponding correlations with the Ina) did not yield such tendencies.

The outside criteria in Archer's (1962) study were canposite grade

equivalent scores on the ITBS and teacher rankings of social studies

ability. An inspection of Table 2 indicates a tendency for CT scores to

yield slightly higher correlations with teacher rankings than does either

CO or FC responses; however, not significantly so. In addition FC re-.

sponses tended to be inferior (not significantly) to CO responses when

correlated with teacher rankings.

Using the ITBS as a criterion, ,one can see frau Table 2 that FC scores
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yielded significantly lower validity correlations than CT responses.

However, no significant differences in social studies vs. ITBS correlations

occurred between the CD and cr groups.

As was true for reliability ccmparisons, the difficulty level of the

test items did not appear to affect the validity considerations. Therefore,

the results for various difficulty levels are not presented here.

In summary, this'paper provides substantial evidence in' favor of the

continued use of conventional objective testing procedures in lieu of

either the Coanbs' cross-out technique or the Dressel and Schmid free

choice response procedure. 'To this writer's knowledge, there is no data

to suggest that the use of these latter two non-conventional response

methods will improve the reliability or validity of the objective examina-

tion. If any trend were to be extracted fran the studies presented in this

paper, it would be the tendency for the CO and FC methods to yield a

decrement rather than an improvement in the quality of measurement char-

acteristics when canpared to conventional testing procedures. The only

evidence in the literature in support of the CO technique ccepared the CD

'technique with the CT rrethod where cr scores were corrected for pessing.

Since the literature tends to discredit the use of the standard correction

for guessing, a canparison such as the above does not appear to be worth-

while.
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